Oregon’s Top 20 Agricultural Commodities

1. Greenhouse & Nursery
2. Cattle & Calves
3. Hay
4. Milk
5. Grass Seed
6. Wheat
7. Potatoes
8. Pears
9. Grapes for Wine
10. Blueberries
11. Onions
12. Christmas Trees
13. Hazelnuts
14. Cherries
15. Hops
16. Dungeness Crab
17. Eggs
18. Mint
19. Apples
20. Corn for Grain

Based on 2017 data & estimates of value of production from National Agricultural Statistics Service, Oregon Department of Agriculture, Oregon State University, and the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife. This is not a ranking compared to other U.S. states. More stats online: https://oda.direct/AgFactsFigures
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